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John Quinn, New York lawyer and patron of Yeats, Joyce, and Conrad, to name only
three, exerted a considerable influence on May Morris while she was editing her
father's collected works. Through a common friend, Ester Pissarro (daughter-in-law
of French impressionist painter Camille Pissarro), May met Quinn in New York in
1909. They fell in love - Quinn for several weeks, May for eight years - and carried
on a correspondence which, at Quinn's request, May kept private. 1 Finally, in 1917,
May realized that the love she felt for Quinn would never be returned, and the
relationship ended. The affair was never made public.
May received much advice about The Collected Works from friends, some who
told her to include only the best of her father's works, some who encouraged her to
publish only what had already been published, and one in particular, Eirfkr
Magnusson, who changed Morris's Icelandic sagas so much that May finally had to
refuse his help and "undo" his work. 2
Whether from respect for Quinn's judgment or from love - probably from both May chose to listen to him. In three letters Quinn sent to May shortly before he
received 'So Many Stories' from her, he suggests that she include new work in The
Collected Works and not listen to others whose views were, in his opinion, narrow.
On 1 June 1910, he advises that "the more new things there can be about the collected
edition in the way of introduction, illustrations and any new matter, the more
attractive it will be to talk about." It was a theme he often repeated in his letters. On
15 July 1910, he writes, "In regards to new matter, it is of course a very delicate
question. Nothing should be published that could be called bad, but I don't agree at
all that nothing should be published that is not equal to the best." And on 12 August
1910, he tells her that "I wouldn't make at all a standard of only the good. It will be
published sometime anyway, and you might as well make the definitive edition." In
the same letter he encourages her to include details about her father's writing habits,
details which biographers and critics would find useful: "The more intimate and
personal you are, it seems to me, outside of purely family matters, the more interesting
the introductions will be. Anything in regard to the peculiarities of his writing, his
habits of punctuation, etc., would be interesting" (12 August 1910). It was advice
she followed. In her introduction to The Defence of Guenevere, May discusses at
some length not only her father's methods but also the difficulty she had as his editor.
He "discarded pages and pages of matter with cheerful indifference," she writes,
explaining that her father "did not trouble himself much about stops" and had
"certain peculiarities in punctuation .... "3
We may assume that the version of 'So Many Stories' which William Morris wrote
in his daughters' copy of The Earthly Paradise was written with more care than the
"pages and pages" he discarded in the rougher drafts of other poems. May sent the
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poem to Quinn on 14 August 1910, in her own handwriting, explaining to him that
"I can't write tonight. But here is an unpublished poem I have copied out for you. It
is better than my foolish letters that only talk of one thing." The poem was finally
published in The Collected Works, Volume XXIV, 343-4, in 1915.
Quinn appreciated May's gift and writes to her on 1 September 1910, encouraging
her to include the poem in The Collected Works:
I received your note of August 14th enclosing the poem copied out in your own
hand and written by your father in your and your sister's copy of "The Earthly
Paradise." I have read it several times. It is perfectly beautiful. You must publish
this in your introductory note to the "Earthly Paradise". You ought, it seems to
me, to drop entirely the idea that you may be too personal. ... (The poem] is
beautiful and almost perfect.
John Quinn's request might be the reason May published 'So Many Stories' at all.
The 1910 version May sent to Quinn differs slightly from the 1915 version in The
Collected Works. Which is the original, if either, is difficult to say. May might have
edited the version she sent to Quinn, wanting him to have a "corrected" copy; or she
might have made a few careless errors - word and comma changes - as she made the
copy, omitting, for example, the word "me" in line 9. She may have been more careful
in following the original for The Collected Works version, or she may have simply
edited further her father's original. Because the original has been misplaced, it is worth
noting the changes:
Unpublished 1910 version:
Changes in the 1915 published version:
1 So many stories written here
2 And none among them but doth bear
3 Its weight of trouble and of woe!
Well may you ask why it is so;
4 Well may you ask why this is so
5 For surely neither sour nor dull
6 In suer.. a world of fair things full
In such a world, of fair things full,
7 Should folk be.
8 Ah my dears, indeed,
Ah, my dears, indeed
My wisdom fails me at my need
9 My wisdom fails at my need
10 To tell why tales that move the earth
11 Are seldom of content or mirth
Are seldom of content and mirth.
12 Yet think if it may come of this13 That lives fulfilled of ease and bliss
Crave not for aught that we can give,
14 Crave not for aught that we can give
15 And scorn the broken lives we live;
16 Unlike to us they pass us by,
17 A dying laugh their history.
18 But those that struggled sore and failed But those that struggled sore, and failed
19 Had one thing left them that availed
Had one thing left them, that availed
20 When all things else were nought
When all things else were nought21 E'n Love32

22 Whose sweet voice, crying as they
strove
23 Begat sweet pity, and more love still
24 Waste places with sweet tales to fill;
25 Whereby, we living here, may learn
26 Our eyes toward very Love to turn
27 And all the pain it bringeth meet
28 As nothing strange amid the sweet;
29 Whereby we too may hope to be
30 Grains in the great world's memory
31 Of pain endured and nobleness
32 That life ill-understood doth bless.
33 Words overgrave and sad for you,
34 Maybe: but rhyme will still be true
35 Unto my heart - most true herein
36 In wishing, dear hearts, you may win
37 A life of every ill so clear
38 That little tale for folk to hear
39 It may be: yet so full of love
40 That e'en these words your hearts
may move
41 Years and years hence when unto me
42 Life is a waste and windless sea.

Whose sweet voice, crying as they
strove,
Begat sweet pin.y, and more love still,
Whereby we, living here, may learn
Our eyes toward very Love to turn,
As nothing strange amid the sweet:

Of pain endured, and nobleness
Words over-grave and sad for you
Maybe: but rime will still be true

A life of every ill so clear,
It may be: yet so full of love,
That e'en these words your hearts
may move,
Years and years hence, when unto me

Although there are numerous changes in the poem, they are largely grammatical.
Still, they are not inconsequential, with some comma additions or deletions causing
slight shifts in emphasis [as in lines 8-9, 241.
May Morris explains in The Collected Works that she made a number of decisions
about and revisions in her father's works, and these were often more critical than
those in 'So Many Stories'. But her involvement with the poem - her editorial changes,
her wish for Quinn to have a copy, her publication of it when she was still in love
with him and when she was still writing him about her dreams - makes 'So Many
Stories' even more poignant when viewed in the context of May's life.
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NOTES
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In her fine biography of Jane and May Morris Uane and May Morris: A
Biographical Story 1839-1938: Pandora Press, 1986), Dr. Jan Marsh does not
mention Quinn. Historians have concentrated on Miss Morris's relationship with
G.B. Shaw and have been largely unaware of her affair with Quinn. Because of
Quinn's request, Miss Morris did not write to friends about her relationship with
him, and she may have destroyed Quinn's letters when the relationship ended. The
correspondence exists today because Quinn made copies of his own letters and,
following his death, a number of Miss Morris's were accidentally not returned to
her. Some of these letters were given to Prof. Richard Londraville in 1970 by
Quinn's companion, Jeanne Robert Foster. Quinn's heir, Thomas Conroy, has
others, and the New York Public Library has the remainder. Dr. B.L. Reid briefly
mentions the correspondence in his biography of Quinn, The Man From New
York: (Oxford U. Press, 1968). I am currently editing the Quinn-Morris
correspondence, which consists of more than 200 ts. pages.
In a letter to Quinn dated 15 November 1910, May writes that "The Icelandic
books are giving me a devil of a tine and I'll tell you why: Magnusson, joint
translator - though of course we all know (entre nous) not the stylist nor the writer
... desires sundry corrections in the text. This was at first conceded (doubtfully by
me) after consultation with the Trustees. Nemesis follows, and the fun begins:
because alterations come on the heels of another, and at last I see the whole thing
is not to be admitted and the text must be kept.... Magnusson, who figures on the
title page, and to whom I have to write a conciliatory but firm (!) letter explaining
that we have changed our minds, will be unhappy and furious very likely.... "
May writes in her introduction that "It is characteristic of my father's way of
working that he should re-model a poem, sometimes on entirely different lines and
in a different measure, discarding pages and pages of matter with the cheerful
indifference to one to whom the production of these beautiful things appear to be
the spontaneous flow of a spring that is never gray. Correcting meant for him,
more often than not, rewriting.
.. .Some of the drafts of these early poems are written in large quarto note-books,
some on half-sheets of note paper, written on both sides - the first thing that came
to hand. There are scarcely any stops and few capitals. My father was notoriously
careless in spelling common words, and he did not trouble himself much about
stops; he had, however, certain peculiarities in punctuation, and when these got
entangled with printers' views, the rather muddled scheme has sometimes a quaint
appearance.... " (Introductions 15,25)
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